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A SPECIAL FREE CHRISTMAS OFFER
Valued from $29.50*lo $39.50*

Through the Factory or Participating Dealers.

Make the excitement of Christmas Eve 1973 last
for years to come. White's and their participating
dealers from coast to coast would like to help
make this excitement last even longer. The
following offer is being made from October 15,
1973 to December 31, 1973. With the purchase of
a Goldmaster 66TR (4B or 4B Deluxe) or a
Coinmaster 4TR (4B or 4B Deluxe) we are
offering, at no extra charge, a handsome, custom
built carrying case. This rugged case will protect
your instrument during transportation or storage.

You cannot buy a better metal detector than a
White's. Ask the man who uses them. White's
manufacture the world's largest line of mineral/metal detectors. The Coinmaster 4 and
Goldmaster 66TR have out-sold all other models.
Their popularity has been proven through their
performance. The inductance-balance system,
coupled with White's high quality of construction,
make them the finest choice for the family
treasure hunting scene. For more information,
see your local dealer or write:

WHITE'S ELECTRONICS
1011 Pleasant Valley Road
Sweet Home, Oregon 97386

Suggested Retail Price:

Coinmaster carrying case - $29.50
. $39 50

G o l d m a s t e r c a r r y i n g case
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Desert
Editor
the story of Randall Henderson
and Palm Desert
by f. Wilson McKenney
Desert Editor . . . the story of Randall Henderson and Palm Desert is a
story of a man who fulfilled a dream
and who greatly enriched the lives of
the people who love the West.
Hardcover,
illustrated
with 188 pages.

$795

California residents please add 40 cents
Send check or money order to:
£MHAL-

Magazine Book Shop

Box 1318, Palm Desert, California 92260

Books for
Readers
TRAVEL
GUIDE TO
ARIZONA

s..

Sunset Travel Guide to Arizona, one
learns quickly to really see and experience the wonders of this area.
Not only cities, but small towns; not
only the giant saguaro, but the small
desert plants; not only the routes to
places, but the history of the towns and
cities themselves—all these are presented in quick-reading passages. The
photographs give meaning to the route
diagrams showing the traveler, with no
confusing questions to trouble him, how
to get to the beautiful spots and enjoy
them.
Paperback, large format, 128 pages,
illustrated, $2.95.

BACKYARD
TREASURE
HUNTING

By
the Editors
of
Sunset Books
The division between good and happy
traveling and that "not so good" is the
matter of pre-knowledge of the territory
a person takes with them and instant information while on the spot. With the

I Indian Jewelry |
I Wampum Wig warn,/'
FROM

A beautiful array of Indian
Jewelry is available from our
hugedisplayof craftsmanship
by authentic Indian artisans.
May we send you a select ion?
This enables you to see the
merchandise before you buy it.
Send today for our convenient
approval form.

By
Lucie Lowery

Lucie Lowery knows what she is talking about as she examines the strange
world of auctions, swap-meets, back
yard and garage sales, treasure hunting
and metal locating. She also knows how
to explain the endeavors in zestful language.
As she describes that "Want" in customers to buy "anything" when it is
placed in miscellaneous merchandise,
we begin to understand the nature of
buyers, sellers, collectors, and the writer
herself who enjoys people and can make
you see the things she points out, and to
feel as the people do that she describes.

HANK & HORACE
. . . an enduring episode
in western history . . .

BY RICHARD C. LILLARD

Shipley's
Mineral House

Gem village
BayfieldD,
Colorado81122
Phone: 303-884-2632

Published at $6.30 by
J. Wilson McKenney
[co-founder of Desert Magazine]
at Wilmac Press,
Box 248, Georgetown,
California 95634
Desert Magazine

" i bought the vase for $8.00. I sold it
the next day for $40."
If you want to know how to do that, this
is the book for you!
Paperback, cartoon illustrated, 95
pages, $1.95.

THE
CALIFORNIA
MISSIONS
A Pictorial
History
By
the Editors
of Sunset Books
This pleasantly written history of the
missions of California bring both knowledge and pleasure for a reader as he
follows the mission trail and learns from
this one book not only the information
gathered in the past, but newly
researched material in this colorful part
of the state's history.

BACK ROADS
OF
CALIFORNIA
By
Earl
Thollander
and
the Editors of
Sunset Books

BACK
ISSUE

SPECIAL

There is a feeling of belonging to generations past, and walking alone and unencumbered through another world
when one seems to travel and sketch the
California Backroads with the author,
Earl Thollander. Scars of early stagecoach routes, venerable missions, remote canyons, rocks and desert terrain,
old prospector cabins, mines, cemeteries, schools, views of California mountains, valleys and sky, forests and wildflowers all become a part of the readers
experience in this book.
A reader is even told what onlookers
said to the artist as he sketched. The
feeling of sharing the experience of
backroad travel continues through all of
the 207 pages.
The Sunset Editors, through maps and
notes, invite the traveler to get off the
freeways to see the rural and country
lanes throughout the state.
Hardcover, large format, unusually
beautiful illustrations, 207 pages, $8.95.

A profound respect and awe grows for
the founders of the Spanish missions as
one learns of them in this 300 page book
complete with artful sketches and photographs, and paintings presented in
color.
It is the writing skill of the staff, however, which makes the 21 missions
spaced along the California coast come
alive. One can feel, as he reads, the ferver of those padres as they gathered materials to build their churches, and an insight into history develops as the authors
tell in simple prose what was going on in
the world at the same time.

Books reviewed may be ordered from the
DESERT Magazine Book Order Department, Palm Desert, California 92260.
Calif, residents please add 5% sales tax.

Learning is pleasant in The California
Missions.
Hardcover, large format, beautifully
illustrated, 300 pages, $12.75.

Lowest Photo Print Prices
Highest Quality
KODACOLOR FILM
DEVELOPED & PRINTED

Standard 12 Jumbo Prints
1.93
Standard 12 Jumbo Prints and
New Roll of KODACOLOR
2.84
Kodacolor Neg. Standard reprints
14
SEND FOR PRICE SHEETS
& ENVELOPES. All Photo
Prices are Comparably low.
No gimmicks.
,y
No lies.
' More than 50 years of continuous photo service guarantees your quality and our
integrity.
MARKET BASKET PHOTO CO.
P. O. Box 370, Yuma, Arizona 85364 or
P. O. Box 2830, San Diego, Calif. 92112
January, 1974

Mail all orders to: DEPT. T
DESERT Magazine
Palm Desert, Calif. 92260
Personal check or money order must
accompany your order.
Be sure to include your zip code.

Desert Magazine Book Shop
WESTERN GEM HUNTERS ATLAS by Cy Johnson
and Son. A helpful book of detailed maps showing gem and mineral locations, from California
to the Dakotas and British Columbia to Texas.
Markings note private claims, gem claims (fee
charged) and rock and gem locations.
Also
suggested reading for more detail on areas
included and other rich areas not included in
this publication. Paperback, maps galore, collector's library, 79 pages, $3.00.

GHOST TOWNS OF THE NORTHWEST by Norman
D. Weis. The ghost-town country of the Pacific
Northwest including trips to many little-known
areas, is explored in this first-hand factual and
interesting book. Excellent photography. Best
book to date on ghost towns of the Northwest.
Maps. Hardcover, heavy slick paper, 319 pages.
$6.95.

HOW AND HERE TO PAN GOLD by Wayne
Winters. Convenient paperback handbook with
information on staking claims, panning and recovering placer gold. Maps and drawings.
$2.00.

BACKPACK COOKERY by Ruth Dyar Mendenhall.
Full of good ideas for making the most of dedehydrated foods. Paper. $1.00.
LOST DESERT BONANZAS by Eugene Conrotto.
Brief resumes of lost mine articles printed in
back issues of DESERT Magazine, by a former
editor. Hardcover, 278 pages. $7.00.
THE ROCKS BEGIN TO SPEAK by LaVan Martineau. The author tells how his interest in rock
writing led to years of study and how he has
learned that many—especially the complex petroglyphs — are historical accounts of actual
events. Hardcover, weN illustrated, glossary,
bibliography, 210 pages, $8.95.
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LOST MINES OF THE GREAT SOUTHWEST by John
D. Mitchell. The first of Mitchell's lost mine
books is now available after having been out of
print for years. Reproduced from the original
copy and containing 54 articles based on accounts from people Mitchell interviewed. He
spent his entire adult life investigating reports
and legends of lost mines and treasures of the
Southwest. Hardcover, illustrated, 175 pages,
$7.50.

ON DESERT TRAILS by Randall Henderson, founder and publisher of Desert Magazine for 23
years. One of the first good writers to reveal
the beauty of the mysterious desert areas. Henderson's experiences, combined with his comments on the desert of yesterday and today,
make this a MUST for those who really want
to understand the desert. 375 pages, illustrated.
Hardcover. $6.95.
DESERT GEM TRAILS by Mary Frances Strong.
DESERT Magazine's Field Trip Editor has revised
and brought up to date her popular field guide
for rockhounds. She has deleted areas which are
now closed to the public and added new areas
not covered before. The maps have also been updated. This is the "bible" for both amateur and
veteran rockhounds and back country explorers.
Heavy paperback, 80 pages and still the same
price, $2.00.

30,000 MILES IN MEXICO by Nell Murbarger.
Joyous adventures of a trip by pick-up camper
made by two women from Tijuana to.Guatemala. Folksy and entertaining, as well as instructive to others who might, make the trip.
Hardcover, 309 pages, $6.00.

COMMON EDIBLE & USEFUL PLANTS OF THE
WEST by Muriel Sweet. A description with artist
drawings of edible (and those not to touch]
plants along with how Indians and pioneers used
them. Paperback, 64 pages, $1.50.
REDIGGING THE WEST for old time bottles by
Lynn Blumenstein. One of the better bottle books,
with 700 photographs. Paperback, $4.25
THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTHWEST by the Editors of
Sunset Books. A pictorial with a brief text showing modern day activities of cities such as
Phoenix, El Paso, Taos, and communities below
the Mexican border, and covering the Southwestern states, canyons and deserts. 240 photographs of which 47 are four-color, large format,
223 pages, hardcover, $10.95.
TIMBERLINE ANCIENTS with photos by David
Muench and text by Darwin Lambert. Bristleconc
pines are the oldest living trees on earth. Photographer David Muench brings them to life in
all their fascinating forms, and Lambert's prose
is like poetry. One of the most beautiful pictorials ever published. An ideal gift. Large 1 1 x
14 format, hardcover, heavy slick paper, 128
four-color photographs, 125 pages. $22.00.
NORTHWESTERN ARIZONA GHOST TOWNS by
Stanley W. Paher. Directions to and history about
23 of Arizona's most famous ghost towns. Historical photographs and artist sketches enhance
editorial content. Large, 11x14 format, slick
paperback, 48 pages, $2.95.
JOURNEY OF THE FLAME by Walter Nordhoff.
The most exciting tale of early Baja and Alta
California ever written. Recounts tast treasure
legends and is accurate historical account presented in fictional style. Hardcover. $4.95.

LOST MINES OF DEATH VALLEY by Harold
Weight. This is a new approach to the enigma
of Death Valley Scotty's life and legends and
gives additional insight into the Lost Gunsight
and Breyfogle bonanzas, plus other Death Valley
mysteries. Paperback, historic photographs, reference material, 86 pages $2.50.
NEVADA GHOST TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS
by Stanley W. Paher. Covering all of Nevada s
17 counties, Paher has documented 575 mining
camps, many of which have been erased from
the earth. The book contains the greatest and
most complete collection of historic photographs
of Nevada ever published. This, coupled with
his excellent writing and map, creates a book
of lasting value. Large 9x1 1 format, 700
photographs, hardcover, 492 pages, $15.00.
SPEAKING OF INDIANS by Bernice Johnston.
An authority on the Indians of the Southwest,
the author has presented a concise well-written
book on the customs, history, crafts, ceremonies
and what the American Indian has contributed
to the white man's civilization. A MUST for
both students and travelers touring the Indian
Country. Heavy paperback, 10x7 format, illustrated, 112 pages, $2.50.
MINES OF DEATH VALLEY by L. Burr Belden.
About fabulous bonanzas, prospectors and lost
mines. Paperback. $1.95.

OLD FORTS OF THE NORTHWEST by H. M. Hart.
Over 200 photos and maps. Exciting pictorial
history of the military posts that opened the
West. Orig. Pub. at $12.50. New Edition $3.95.
THE NORTH AMERICAN DESERTS by Edmund C.
Jaeger. A long-time authority on all phases of
desert areas and life. Dr. Jaeger's book on the
North Ameican Deserts should be carried whereever you travel. It not only describes each of the
individual desert areas, but has illustrated sections on desert insects, reptiles, birds, mammals
and plants. 315 pages, illustrated photographs,
line drawings and maps. Hardcover. $6.95.
GHOST TOWN ALBUM by L. Florin. Over 200
photos. Fascinating pictorial accounts of the
gold mining towns of the Old West—and the
men who worked them. Large format, orig. pub.
at $12.50, new edition $3.95.
TALES THE WESTERN TOMBSTONES TELL by L.
Florin. The famous and infamous come back to
life in this great photo history including missionary, mule driver, bad guy and blacksmith—what
tales their tombstones tell Pub. at $12.95, now
$3.95.
Desert Magazine

